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Overview 

“Over the years, Hands has become synonmous with craftsmanship that constantly 
Redefines timeless essence of luxury and indulgence”

Weaving together expressions, inspirations, and 
elegance. Art that not just adorns but defines the very experience 

of a space. An experience that stirs the soul and widens the
 imagination. A gateway to stories, lives, fantasies and promises. A 

tradition of exquisite artistry and visionary design.

Hands designers explore the latest global trends in design, 
fashion, interiors, and popular culture. Design languages span 

Contemporary, Transitional, Art deco and Persian styles. Finely 
detailed classical motifs. Abstract forms. Subtle tonal

 nuances and bold pop art colours. The 
design repertoire is vast.

TRADITIONAL CARPETS



Limited Series of traditional 

Persian Carpets

Presenting...



Persian Carpet

With their exquisite beauty, the Hands Persian rugs carry the 
sweet scent of nostalgia with their ageless artistry and appeal. 

While the art of these Persian rugs has largely remained the same 
for centuries, with the level of artistic detailing and uncommon, 
yet charming blend of colours, Hands elevates them to the realm 

of beauty and freshness not witnessed before. 

Having been conceived in finest quality wool, they add an 
unmistakable warmth and coziness to your space. Bring a piece of 

history into your home for a timeless allure and majesty 
reminiscent of a modern palace. 

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Rare Treasure

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4236 Beige

Specifications

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 11’6” x 13’6’

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4762  

Specifications

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’ x 12’

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4391 Rust

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’6’’ x 11’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4763

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4237 Beige

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’6” x 14’

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4764

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4765

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



Heriz P-4405 Blue & Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’ x 10’  

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4766

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4239 Beige

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’ x 12’  

Size - 10’ x 14’

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4767

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4410 Blue

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’ x 10’  

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4768 

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4240 Beige Multi

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 12’6” x 12’6”

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4769

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4770 

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



Animal Kirman P-4400 
Blue & Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’ x 12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4771

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4234 Beige Brown

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications  

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 12’ x 18’

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4772

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



Animal Kirman P-4396 
Blue & Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 10’ x 14’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4773

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool & Bamboo Silk

Size - 9’x12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4243 Beige

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’ x 12’

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4761

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’x10’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4403 Ivory

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’ x 10’  

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4774

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool 

Size - 8’x10’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4232 Multi Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 11’ x 14’

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4775

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Bamboo Silk

Size - 12’x15’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4409 Rust

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 10’ x 14’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4242 Beige Multi

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 10’ x 11’

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4238 Beige Blue

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 10’ x 14’

TIME UNRAVELER





Bidzar P-4402 Brown Gold

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 10’ x 14’

Size - 9’ x 12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4231 Beige Brown

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 12’ x 15’

TIME UNRAVELER





P-4241 Beige Multi

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 12’6” x 16’

TIME UNRAVELER





Tabriz Benlian P-4399 
Brown Gold

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’ x 12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4233 Beige Brown

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 14’ x 18’

TIME UNRAVELER





Mahal P-4408 Ivory

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’ x 10’

TIME UNRAVELER



Medalian P-4397 Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 10’ x 14’

TIME UNRAVELER



Bakshaish P-4404 Green Blue

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’ x 10’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4235 Beige Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 12’6” x 14’6”

TIME UNRAVELER





Heriz P-4407 Blue & Rust

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’ x 12’  

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4748

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 6’ x 9’  

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4395 Blue & Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’ x 10’

TIME UNRAVELER



Sultanabad P-4398 Green

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’ x 12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4749

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 9’ x 12’

TIME UNRAVELER



P-4392 Red

“While the art of traditional Persian rugs has remained unchanged for centuries, the level 
of artistic detail has only grown.”

Specifications 

Making type - Hand Knotted

Material - Wool

Size - 8’ x 10’

TIME UNRAVELER



New Delhi (Flagship Store) 372/74, MG Road, Sultanpur. Call 26806475/8

Mumbai Gala No. 32R / 32H, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Andheri (W). 
Call 98204 94680. www.handscarpets.com

Dubai Hands Carpets FZ-LLC, Ground Floor, Building 9, Dubai Design District. 
Call +971 58 8250 464 / 574, +971 4 589 8510. www.handscarpets.ae

fine handmade carpets since 1881


